HESTER PHOTOGRAPHY
2 Avenida Carita • Ft. Myers Beach FL 33931 • 239-244-1493 • FAX 239-765-8856
E-mail: Charles@HesterPhotography.com • Website: HesterPhotography.com

ENLARGEMENTS
PREMIERE PRINTS are our finest product! All Premiere Prints are fully retouched and printed and the photographic emulsion is
carefully adhered to Artist’s Canvas on a stretcher frame. The depth and brilliance of Premiere Prints are especially suitable for
hanging over the mantle or sofa in a living room or den. If you seek the ultimate in custom color portraiture, Premiere Prints are your
logical choice.
HEIRLOOM PRINTS are facial retouched, Linen Textured and mounted on mat board. While lacking the added dimensions found in
the Premiere Prints, Heirloom Prints are suitable where price is a primary consideration.
STANDARD PRINTS are luster surface, unmounted and not retouched. However as a bonus, Standard Prints ordered from an image
that also has a Premiere or Heirloom Print of any size will be retouched at no additional charge. Suitable for smaller prints for albums
or table displays.
Premiere
Heirloom Standard
Premiere
Heirloom Standard
24x30............... $700 ............. $400..............$300.
30x40................... $1000. ............ $550.............. $400.
20x30...................... 650. ..............350............... 250.
20x24................ 600 .............. 300...............200.
16x20...................... 425. ..............225....... ....... 150.
11x14................ 295 .............. 130.................70
8x10....................... 225. ................65................. 40.
5x7 or smaller .. NA. ............... 55.................30.
Wallets……. 8 for $50, 16 for $65 or 48 for $100. (All one pose) Standard Prints only.
Metallic Color or True Black & White Enlargements ..............add 25% to Standard color enlargement prices.
All prints are printed Kodak or Fuji Professional Color Paper. 10-14 day production cycle. Rush services available with upcharge.
All prints are “signature” stamped in the lower corner and copyright protected.

COMPOSITES
COMPOSITES allow multiple images on one print, reducing framing cost and wall space. Composites may be ordered as Premiere,
Heirloom or Standard Prints, with a one-time setup charge of $25 for each extra image added to the base image.

ACCENT PLAQUES
ACCENT PLAQUES eliminate the need for a frame! Your photographic print is mounted on fiberboard, laminated, and a beveled
edge in your choice of colors (black, white, red, blue, green, or gold) is added. Hanging is easy with a built-in slot on the back. Priced
in addition to print cost.
30x40 ....................................... $175
24x30........................................... $135
20x30 ........................................ 120
20x24...............................................90
16x20 .......................................... 85
11x14...............................................65
8x10 ............................................ 50
5x7.................................................45

HEIRLOOM GALLLERY WRAPS
Our GALLERY WRAPS offer a striking way to present your images. We print your facially retouched image on a premium canvas
material and wrap it completely around the 1.5" or 2.5” stretcher bar. The outer edges of the stretcher bar are covered with the image.
A protective gel coating is then applied, and backing material and a hanging device are added. Gallery Wraps are delivered "ready-tohang" and a frame is not needed Gallery Wraps are printed directly on canvas using a large inkjet printer.
24x30…..$800
20x30…..$750
20x24…..$600
16x20…..$500
1.5” stretcher bars: 30x40…..$1150
$
$
$
$
24x30….. 1100 20x30….. 1000 20x24….. 800
16x20…..$625
2.5” stretcher bars: 30x40….. 1500

CUSTOM FRAMING
We offer a website-based CUSTOM FRAMING solution for your framing needs. Our framing website offers you the opportunity to
pick your frame sizes, colors and styles, mats, glazing and shipping choices. We upload your choice of images to the framing website
and send you the private link so you can view how your photograph will look in your frame choices!
We also offer a less expensive alternative for frames only without mats, available with in-studio or phone/email ordering only.

SHIPPING
Shipping -- Priority Mail $10.00 per order for print sizes to 11x14 -- $20.00 for 16x20 and larger prints and all frame or
accent plaque orders.
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